A clonal growth model: time-course simulations of liver foci growth following penta- or hexachlorobenzene treatment in a medium-term bioassay.
A combination of experimental and simulation approaches were used to analyze the clonal growth of preneoplastic, enzyme-altered foci during liver carcinogenesis in an initiation-promotion regimen. Male Fisher 344 rats, 8 weeks of age, were initiated with a single dose (200 mg/kg, i.p.) of diethylnitrosamine (DEN). Beginning 2 weeks later, animals were exposed to daily gavage consisting of 0.1 mmol/kg pentachlorobenzene (PECB) or hexachlorobenzene (HCB) in corn oil vehicle for 6 weeks. Partial hepatectomy was performed 3 weeks after initiation. Experimental data including liver weight, hepatocyte density (number of hepatocytes/unit volume), 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine-labeling index for analysis of cell division rate, and number and volume of glutathione-S-transferase pi-positive foci were collected 23, 26, 28, 47, or 56 days after initiation. Model parameters describing liver growth were obtained directly from the experimental data. The probability of mutation/division of normal cells and the growth rate of initiated cells were inferred by a comparison of model outcomes with the observed time courses of foci development. To describe the time-dependent increases in foci volume and the concomitant reduction of foci number observed in all treatment groups, the calibrated model for the DEN controls incorporated the hypothesis of two initiated cell populations (referred to as A and B cells) within the framework of the two-stage model. The B cells are initiated cells that have a selective growth advantage under conditions that inhibit the growth of A cells and normal hepatocytes. The parameter values defined in the DEN controls were used to evaluate experiments involving the administration of PECB or HCB. Both PECB and HCB caused a significant increase in foci volume compared with the DEN controls. HCB treatments resulted in increased proliferation of normal hepatocytes, which was not observed for PECB under the same treatment regimen. The best description of the data resulted from the model incorporating the hypothesis that PECB and HCB promoted the growth of foci via increased net growth rates of B cells. We present here a biologically based clonal growth simulation platform to describe the growth of preneoplastic foci under experimental manipulations of initiation-promotion studies. This simulation work is an example of quantitative approaches that could be useful for the analysis of other initiation-promotion studies.